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DAUGHTERS OF 
NARCISSISTIC MOTHERS 

SURVIVAL GUIDE 
Does your mother guilt trip you or emotionally blackmail you? Does 
she act competitively with you or take credit for your talent or 
accomplishments?   

I promise you, if you have a narcissistic mother, you absolutely know 
it. It is incredibly painful, especially to be the daughter of a 
narcissistic mother. But it is possible to survive and even thrive after 
this experience. Check out this guide below and let it inform and 
inspire you to begin the healing process now. 

Behaviors of Narcissistic Mothers 

 Utilizes emotional blackmail: They really play the guilt card to their   
 advantage. Narcissistic mothers don't want you to have an                 
 independent life from them. They guilt trip you because they want     
 complete control over you and your behavior. They will also tell you   
 all the things they gave up for you and did for you, so now you "owe   
 them" because of that. 

 Punishing: Another behavior is that they will withdraw love if you     
 don't do what they say. A narcissistic mother's love is absolutely       
 conditional. They will give you the silent treatment or punish you if   
 you don't do as they want. 

 Competitive: Narcissistic mothers are in competition with their         
 daughters. Anything you've done, your mother has done more of         
 and better. If you attained something special, they want to take it     
 away from you. If you achieve something, she will say it is because     
 of her - It is her success and really not yours. She must always be     
 at the center of the attention. 

 Constantly lying: A major behavior of narcissistic mothers is             
 constant lying. There was a lot of confusion from your mother           
 about what was real and what was made up because she would use   
 lying to control you, even as a little kid.  
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 Lack of empathy: You were there for her goals, her achievements,     
 her entertainment, but it really wasn't ever about you - it's the           
 ultimate way of feeling used. So they sadly don’t have much               
 empathy. To try to really sit down and have a heart-to-heart with     
 your narcissistic mother won't be possible.  

 Sadistic: A lot of narcissistic mothers are really sadistic. They will     
 take your words and use them against you or take something             
 sensitive about you and publicly use it to embarrass you. You were   
 always insulted and/or berated as it's really a way to control and       
 make you feel insecure. 

 Triangulating: This basically means that your mother made herself   
 the center of all your relationships. So she tried to become friends     
 with your friends or pit you against your siblings. 

 Gaslighting: A lot of narcissistic mothers will deny their daughter’s   
 reality, making the daughter question her sanity. If someone does 
 this long enough, you don't trust yourself, you don't trust your own 
 judgment. 

 Unable to handle criticism: They blow every little bit of criticism       
 out of proportion. You can't confront your narcissistic mother with     
 the truth because she could become a raving lunatic around this       
 kind of confrontation and want to beat you back into submission.       
 The narcissistic mother is super thin-skinned. So if you have any       
 criticism, they respond completely over the top and ridiculous. 

How Daughters Can Heal from Having a Narcissistic Mother 

 Boundaries 

   The first step in healing is to draw boundaries and limit your           
   contact because the goal is to prevent further damage while           
   healing the past abuse you've already had. Low contact or no           
   contact is best. You need to take control of the situation with your   
   boundaries. That's really scary for the daughter of a narcissist.  
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   The boundary doesn't have to be super rigid, or it can be, it really     
   depends on how your mother responds to you separating. If she's a   
   smothering kind, she will respond one way, and if she's the ignoring 
   kind, she will respond another way, but all narcissists need their       
   narcissistic supply. So it doesn't matter what style of narcissism       
   your mother has, she won't like you drawing boundaries. Stay           
   strong and draw those boundaries in spite of her resistance!  

 Support 

   In order to heal, you should first do your research - learn                 
   everything you can about having a narcissistic mother and try to     
   find support from others who struggle with the same situation.         
   There are many books, online forums, and blogs that cover this       
   topic in depth. This is a very specific kind of abuse, very insidious,   
   and you really need someone to help you. Narcissistic mothers have 
   really taught their daughters to not trust anyone else, that no one   
   has their best interests at heart except them. So take your time and 
   begin slowly, but I do think it's important that you reach out and     
   find support because how else will it change? Seek out individual     
   therapy as well.  

 Focus on YOU 

   Take your focus off of trying to change the narcissist and focus on 
   your recovery only. It's not about them - your entire life has been     
   about them, now it's about you. You've survived so much that most   
   people don't even know about, and you deserve to be loved, to not   
   be secretly and silently tortured still. Adult daughters of                 
   narcissistic mothers, if you don't get into therapy, are still being       
   abused, still dealing with the blackmail and having everything be     
   about them. It's incredibly painful and you are not alone. You are     
   strong, you've already endured so much. 
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 Confront Your Anger 

   As the daughter of a narcissist, you've learned to stuff it in, because 
   anger, especially directed at the narcissist, was definitely not           
   tolerated. A major part of depression in daughters of narcissistic     
   mothers is repressed anger. You have to find a way to let it out       
   because it begins to explode in other areas that feel safer and it       
   also manifests as physical anger. So you've got to honestly deal       
   with how angry you are because there's no way to heal if you don't   
   allow yourself to process the anger. There are so many ways, you     
   could write about it, talk it out, etc. You won't work it out with your 
   mother, this is about you working it out within you and managing   
   her, not changing her 

Resources: 

Great website from a therapist Michelle Piper who is an expert on this 
topic. 
http://www.narcissisticmother.com/daughters-of-narcissistic-mothers 

Michelle’s Reading List: 
http://www.narcissisticmother.com/narcissistic-mother-books 
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